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Speaker Today at 5:30 

Dave Baldridge 
Director of International Association for 
Indigenous Aging 
 
speaks on Diabetes and Mental Health 
College of Health and Human Sciences 
Room 204 
(we will break class a little early today) 



Types of Nouns (PP018SP13) 

Simple Nouns 
Simple Nouns do not change.  They do not 

take plural marking.  Plural marking is 
carried on the verb. 

 
Ꮘ  ᏃᏈᏏ  star 
Ꮅ  ᏗᎵ   skunk 



Types of Nouns (PP018SP13) 

Possessed Nouns 
Possessed Nouns show Person marking for 

the possessor.  Possessed Nouns are 
marked for Plural.  Clothes and Body. 

 
Ꮏ  ᎠᎿᏬ shirt 
agwahnawo  my shirt 
uhnawo   his/her shirt   



Types of Nouns (PP018SP13) 

Human Reference 
Nouns that refer to humans often take Tsi-/

G- Set Pronouns that reference the 
Person of the human. 

 
Ꭸ  ᎠᎨᎭ  she woman 
tsigehya   I woman 
tsi- ~ a- a-Stem Pronoun Pattern 
 



Types of Nouns (PP018SP13) 

Relationship Nouns 
Reciprocal Relationship.  Sisters are sisters 

to each other.  Brothers are brothers to 
each other.  Friends are friends to each 
other.  Plural Intransitive Person pronouns. 

 
dosdadanvtsi   he and I are brothers 
oginali’i    he/she and I are friends 
 
 



Types of Nouns (PP018SP13) 

Relationship Nouns 
Non-Reciprocal Relationship.  Mother-child, 

father-child, etc. are non-reciprocal 
relationships. 

agitsi  she is mother to me, my mother 
tsatsi  she is mother to you, your mother 
utsi   she is mother to him/her 
etsi   a mother to someone, mom 



Types of Nouns 

Deverbal 
Imperfective Agent nouns are build on 

Imperfective Stems with -i Agent Noun 
Final.  Imperfective Agent nouns inflect for 
Person. 

 
didehlogwasgi   a student, a learner 
didehyohvsgi   a teacher 



Types of Nouns 
Deverbal 
Infinitive Instrument nouns are build on Infinitive 

Stems.  They indicate the entity referenced 
by the verb. 

 
alsdayhdi  food 
ulsdayhdi  for her/him to eat, his/her food 
gvnosasdi  broom 
uwanosasdi  for him/her to sweep 



Review 132 018PP 

Cherokee 132 018 PP covers some of these 
noun types in greater detail. 
 
We will come back to all these noun types. 
 
Review Agi-/Agw- Set Pronouns. 
Review Tsi-/G- Set Pronouns. 



Cherokee Syllabary Bingo! 

Cherokee Syllabary in 4x4 Bingo format 
1.  Review the 24-word vocabulary. 
2.  Write in 16 of the syllables. 
3.  Brainstorm words with same syllables. 
4.  Play the bingo game.  Teacher calls first 

game.  Students take over. 



Vsgi Nigaa! 

Vsgi nigaa!  That’s all. 
 
Now you know the syllabary.  We will post 
Quiz and Homework 02 asap, discuss on 
Monday. 
 


